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PORSCHE 992 GT3 Touring - NEU

• All options
 

• Condition like new, just 180 km!
 

• German registration
 

259.500,00 Euro
Price (incl. 19% VAT)

Contacts
Timm Meinrenken
M +49 (0) 172 / 540 15 60

Mike Tetzlaff
M +49 (0) 172 / 955 29 89





Equipment:

— Lift system
— Porsche Ceramic Composite (PCCB)
— Full bucket seats
— Double clutch transmission (PDK)
— Rear Park Assist incl. reversing camera
— BOSE Surround Sound System
— Interior with extended leather surrounds in black
— Interior package decorative stitching in special colour
— Additional Interior Package Gearshift and Door Panel Leather
— Lightweight carbon roof

Description:

The 911 GT3 with Touring Package's very own territory is the road - ideally a terrain
full of winding challenges. With an output of 375 kW (510 hp) and a 4.0-litre 6-
cylinder boxer high-revving naturally aspirated engine, it sets the sporty tone. Not
everyone on the road will immediately recognise it, but that is precisely what
enhances its purist appeal and the experience of driving it. The 911 GT3 with
Touring Package does without the fixed rear wing. Thanks to the automatically
extending spoiler, however, it still shows every bend where to go. For the first time,
Porsche offers the 911 GT3 with two transmission variants. Drivers whose goal is to
achieve the lowest possible lap time will find the ideal partner in the Porsche
Doppelkupplungsgetriebe (PDK). Our 911 GT3 also came with the optional
pneumatic lift system. This provides the option of increasing everyday usability by
raising the front body by around 30 millimetres. Another equipment extra is the
Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake (PCCB). With large brake discs, the PCCB
achieves even more braking performance and wear resistance. The owner acquired
the vehicle presented here in March 2022.

A good opportunity to acquire one of the sought-after 992 GT3 RS Touring in an
attractive colour combination with delivery mileage.


